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- my name is Yaniss Guigoz
- I work at GRID-Geneva - I work at GRID-Geneva 
- GRID-Geneva (Global Resource Information Database): is the result of an institutional 
partnership between CHE, UNIGE and UNEP 
- GRID-Geneva: our main roles are to facilitate access to environmental data but also to 
provide such environmental data and information for decision making  
- GRID works with Open Data
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-Formal definition from opendefinition.org (read)
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- The Open data concept needs to answer certain criteria: data should be: 
1. Complete: All public data is made available. Public data is data that is not subject to valid 1. Complete: All public data is made available. Public data is data that is not subject to valid 
privacy, security or privilege limitations.
2. Primary: Data is as collected at the source, with the highest possible level of granularity, 
not in aggregate or modified forms.
3. Timely: Data is made available as quickly as necessary to preserve the value of the data.
4. Accessible: Data is made available to the widest range of users for the widest range of 
purposes.purposes.
5. Machine processable: Data is reasonably structured to allow automated processing. 
(opens the interoperability issue)
6. License-free: Data is not subject to any copyright, patent, trademark or trade secret 
regulation. Reasonable privacy, security and privilege restrictions may be allowed.
7. Non-proprietary: Data is available in a format over which no entity has exclusive control.
8. Non-discriminatory: Data is available to anyone, with no requirement of registration.
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-Open data brings a lot of advantages:
Self-empowerment: data open more data available to citizens citizens have more • Self-empowerment: data open more data available to citizens citizens have more 

knowledge and stimulation to participate in public affairs => more citizen power with more 
informed decisions
• Participation: idem 
•Transparency & Democracy: = institutional aspect: public data completely available = 
transparency that allows to control government activities => DEMOCRACY
• New products and services: access to mines of data allows to create new products and • New products and services: access to mines of data allows to create new products and 
services…
• Innovation and efficiency: … that translate into increased INNOVATION capacities of a 
country and better EFFICIENCY in the government thanks to citizen control => ECONOMIC 
value of open data
• New knowledge: new products, innovation, participation lead to an improved global 
knowledge

DATA ISBEING USED!!!!!
DATA POWER UNLOCKED!!!
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- In GRID-Geneva, we use a lot of open data in our daily work to produce new data that will 
in turn serve for assessmentsin turn serve for assessments
- example of Singapore:
• population increased a lot necessary to get more space extension of land taken on 
the sea by importing sand
• use of Landsat archive images to analyze the data
• leads to assessment report “Global Environment Alert Service” (GEAS)  
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-The workflow in GRID-Geneva linked to open data is the following:
1) GRID-Geneva uses open data and uses various means to process and distribute it1) GRID-Geneva uses open data and uses various means to process and distribute it

depending on projects. It can be through:
• Spatial or mathematical modeling
• Distributed computing
• Statistics (ex: aggregation of data, …)
• Cartography and graphs
• Web services • Web services 

2) Then this processed data is used for reports, assessments, …
3) And also feeds the new “UNEP-live” platform
4) This created information in turn feeds open data as it is distributed openly
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- GRID-Geneva has some flagship data portals, all using open data
- the oldest one is the “Environment Data Explorer” = UNEP authoritat ive source of data- the oldest one is the “Environment Data Explorer” = UNEP authoritat ive source of data
- has a database with more than 500 variables, mostly environmental
- they can be displayed on-the-fly as:

• maps, 
• data tables,
• graphs, 
• or downloaded in different formats.• or downloaded in different formats.

- It feeds the UNEP-live platform
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- Another flagship portal if the PREVIEW Global Risk Data Platform
-it allows to visualise, download or extract data on:-it allows to visualise, download or extract data on:

• past hazardous events, 
• human & economical hazard exposure and 
• risk from natural hazards

- it was used to create several assessments
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read
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- Not completely set up
- based on the brokering technology that relies on the concept of “system of systems”- based on the brokering technology that relies on the concept of “system of systems”
- Users will be able to search in an homogeneous interface all geospatial data, all geospatial 
services, and all other documents (e.g., reports, posters, …) managed at GRID-Geneva
through various projects
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- RAMSAR: the international wetlands convention- RAMSAR: the international wetlands convention
- GRID is designing the new information system to collect and share data 
about each RAMSAR Site (available in summer 2014)
- All the GIS data (around 2000 sites) available as open data
- Each site is accompanied by its RIS (Ramsar information sheet) = Identity 
Card of each site
- follows OGC standards (WMS, WFS, WCS)
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read
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- Energy domain
- Project just started- Project just started
- Use and distribution of open data on energy in West Africa is crucial in this project
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-Water domain
-read-read
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- Small Islands Development States
--
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- Open Data is also useful in CB activities => allows to raise knowledge and capacity using 
real data => unlocks the power of datareal data => unlocks the power of data
- sGRID provides several trainings but the flagship one is “Bringing GEOSS Services into 
practice”
- has been taught to more than 800 people in support to more than 50 countries
- freely available for download
- also available as e-book
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- For all our products we use open data BUT
-For some of them (PREVIEW) we put a licence creative commons saying that it is for non--For some of them (PREVIEW) we put a licence creative commons saying that it is for non-
commercial use only
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- Here is the accompanying text
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-In conclusion, even though we want to be open source, we might not fullfil all criteria:
we still put a licence, even though only for non commercial use• we still put a licence, even though only for non commercial use

• we discrimate commercial companies
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Example 1: modelisation of mortality risk from tropical cyclones

- 1st stage:tabular data of cyclons tracks as open data
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- 2nd stage: modelisation of the cyclones events based on the tabular data using - 2nd stage: modelisation of the cyclones events based on the tabular data using 
several parameters 
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- 3rd stage: exposure and other parameters extracted
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